Azure AD Deployment
Are you maximising your Azure AD investment?
For many enterprise customers, they’ve paid for Azure AD but aren’t
aware of features like self-service password reset and multi-factor
authentication that can help the business. For others, identity
management is just too hard, and gets put on the back burner.
The Azure AD Deployment solution enables some of these “quick-win”
features in less than a week. This provides tangible benefits back to the
business, and opens the door to additional features like Identity
Protection, which provides greater peace of mind around cloud identity.

What you get
◼

An enterprise class
Azure AD Premium
service with 99.9% SLA,
enterprise grade security,
and industry leading
privacy and security
compliance.

Have EM+S E5 licenses?

Self-service
password reset

Multi-Factor
Authentication

◼ Anywhere, anytime
- users can reset
their password day
or night wherever
they are, reducing
help desk calls by up
to 20%.

◼ Layered security - ◼ Identity Protection –
require two-factor
detect potential
authentication
vulnerabilities affecting
(app, text, call)
your organization’s
when users are in
identities, configure
“untrusted”
automated responses
situations eg email
to suspicious activity,
over the web.
and investigate and
resolve suspicious
◼ Real-time alerts –
incidents.
security services
and machine◼ Cloud App Discovery
based learning
- find out what cloud
identify suspicious
apps your users are
sign-in patterns
using, and simplify &
and can alert IT in
secure their sign-in
real-time.
experience eg single
sign-on.

◼ Account lockout –
also works if a user
has locked their
account.
◼ Hybrid solution –
works with both onpremise AD & Azure
AD, and enforces all
AD policies.
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Cloud identity
“peace of mind”

◼ Azure Advanced Threat
Protection is now included,
and provides a cloudbased security solution
that helps you detect and
investigate security
incidents across cloud and
on-premise networks.

Why Vigilant.IT?
◼ Over a decade of Microsoft
cloud experience and
Azure AD work.
◼ Multiple Microsoft Gold
cloud competencies and
product testing experience
with Microsoft.
◼ Qualified Azure Architects
and Microsoft MVPs (Most
Valued Professionals).

